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ACRONYMS LIST
Acronym

Description

FPGA

Field Programmable Gate Array

SoC

System on Chip

HPE

Hewlett Packard Enterprise

MICMAC

Software for automatic mapping in the geographical context

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

OData

Open Data Protocol

RESTful

Representational state transfer

ULP

Ultra Low Power
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Position of the deliverable in the whole project context
Energy efficiency analysis will be applied to each technology that forms part of the heterogeneous
architecture created for the OPERA project. This analysis can be divided into three separate blocks of
work, although there will undoubtedly be some cross over.
1. The first period of work was to provide a solution for accurately measuring and managing the
power use of the FPGA accelerator in a Moonshot server. This report, an interim delivery
presented as a whitepaper, focuses on this new technology developed as part of work package 6.
2. The second period of work will focus on methods used for characterising and monitoring power
use for the ULP system (Work package 3)
3. The third period of work will report on the global energy efficiency, considering the entirety of
the heterogeneous architecture.
Work package 4.3 will also report on the various use cases in regards to the energy efficiency measured
against the metrics defined elsewhere in work package 4. This will be a group effort involving all
partners reporting on multiple areas of the OPERA project. The final report of this work will be
submitted towards the end of the project in M34.
Description of the deliverable
This deliverable is a whitepaper describing the techniques developed for measuring and therefore
controlling the power efficiency of the FPGA accelerator.
List of actions and roles
This deliverable was created by Nallatech with significant contributions from HPE, particularly regarding
the specification of the interface for integrating the FPGA accelerator into the RedFish frame work.

LIST OF ACTIONS
ACTIVITIES LIST AND PARTNERS ROLES

Nallatech

HPE

Certios

Summary of the initial requirement

R

P

P

Components to be integrated

P

P

R

Integration output: first iteration

P

P

I

Integration output: second iteration

-

-

-

Integration output: third iteration

-

-

-

ST

R

● P = Participating (includes I & R)
● I = Input delivery (Includes R)
● R = review
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to demonstrate how Redfish can be used for system management and
monitoring of hardware. This document will describe what Redfish is, how it can be used and what
information will be available through Redfish.
The application in respect to the “Truck” use case is also discussed, regarding how it will be used to
monitor and provide feedback into what is the best possible implementation, from a
power/performance perspective.
Redfish will be used to accurately measure the power of the SoC Accelerator (Figure 1). This is the FPGA
accelerator that will be used in combination with a host CPU to accelerator the MICMAC software (See
WP6 documentation).

Figure 1 : SoC FPGA Accelerator

The SoC accelerator is a combination of CortexA9 ARM processors and Arria10 FPGA logic. For more
detail on the accelerator refer to deliverables D6.2 and D6.3.
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2 OBJECTIVES & REQUIREMENTS
2.1

HETEROGENOUS POWER MONITORING

For the “Truck” use case the FPGA Accelerator will be located within a HPE EdgeLine chassis together
with a Moonshot server equipped with HPRest and Redfish software. This software is capable of
monitoring the chassis and CPU devices of the server, but not currently the FPGA. By creating a Redfish
interface for the FPGA accelerator the power consumption of all compute components can be
measured. This will allow the effects on power of different MICMAC implementations to be studied. The
MICMAC software will likely be a mix of host CPU, FPGA SoC ARM and FPGA logic processing elements.
The ratio of the processing is dependent upon the acceleration achieved and power consumption of
each technology.
The frequency at which power is measured is expected to be in the order of once every few seconds.
This should give the required granularity to monitor the difference between the executions of different
MICMAC functions.
2.2

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

In order to measure the power consumption of the FPGA accelerator, hardware features that permit the
measurement of the current draw of the device are required. For SoC Accelerator has a small CPLD
device (MAX10 FPGA) that allows the system information to be retrieved by the host.

Figure 2 : System manager interface

An I2C bus connects the low speed peripheral control signals to the system manager. Figure 2 shows
which devices are connected and can be monitored by the Max10 device via the I2C bus. This allows
access to the required sensor data.
This sensor data is then recovered and displayed through the Redfish interface described in section 3.
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3 REDFISH
3.1

OVERVIEW

Redfish is a relatively new open standard being employed by some server manufacturers. HP, Dell and
supermicro are all supporting this standard and were involved in coming up with the specification.
Redfish has been developed to replace IPMI e.g. iDRAC in Dell servers and iLO in HPE servers. At the
moment Redfish and IPMI are running concurrently but in the future IPMI will eventually disappear.
The Redfish standard uses a data model representation inside a hypermedia RESTful1 interface. The
data model is defined with the payload of the message in a JSON2 format using an Open Data Protocol
(OData) v4 protocol3. To view redfish output a web browser and a redfish implementation are required.
However, since redfish uses well defined standards such as http/https and JSON format output,
computer languages such as python are ideal for interfacing to the redfish implementation
programmatically as they already have the APIs to interface to these standards.
3.2

MONITORING ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION THROUGH REDFISH

All modern servers have a baseboard management controller (BMC). The BMC is an independent
processor on a server that is designed to interface with all the sensors on the server for example
temperature, power and fan speed. The BMC also supports remote actions, such as powering on/off
and changing boot order. To access information from the BMC, a shared network port with VLAN
tagging is available on the server. The user can then get access to the BMC through the Ethernet
network.
Traditionally access to the information is done through a web browser, where the user can log in to a
web page running on the BMC. Some of this information is then displayed on your browser. Figure 3
shows a screen shot of ILO, HPE’s current BMC interface.

Figure 3 : HPE ILO graphical interface

1

http://h20566.www2.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=c04423965

2

http://www.json.org/

3

http://www.odata.org
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Many web services across a variety of industries now use REST APIs. RESTful APIs offer a greater
amount of scalability, and are easy to create and consume. HPE have implemented a RESTful API for
their ILO interface.
The iLO RESTful API is becoming the main management interface for iLO 4 Hewlett Packard Enterprise
servers. Its feature set will become larger than the existing iLO XML API (RIBCL) and IPMI interfaces.
Using the iLO RESTful API, you can take full inventory of the server, control power and reset, configure
BIOS and iLO settings, fetch event logs, as well as many other functions.
HPE REST

Redfish

iLO (BMC) configuration

Most

Limited

Asset Information

More

Some

Yes

Yes

Advanced

Basic

Logs

Yes

Yes

Power Statistics

Yes

Yes

Thermal Data

Yes

Yes

Virtual Media Control

Yes

Yes

SNMP Configuration

Yes

No

Firmware Inventory

Complete

Basic

Smart Storage

Status / health

None

BIOS Settings

2015 complete

New for 2016

Complete

None

Yes

No

Status/Health
Boot Order Control

iSCSI Boot Management
UEFI Secure Boot Management

Table 1: HPE REST versus Redfish 1.0

The iLO RESTful API has the additional advantage of consistency across all server architectures. The
same data model works for traditional rack-mount servers, blades, as well as newer types of systems
like Moonshot. This advantage comes because the data model self-describes the service’s capabilities to
the client and has room for flexibility designed in from the start
To view the data available from Redfish, all that’s needed is a web browser, however Redfish is based on
current software architecture, methods, tools, and scripting environments used in most IT environments
therefore IT professionals can use already implemented libraries in their scripting language of choice.
Figure 4 shows the Redfish data displayed in a browser.
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Figure 4 : Redfish data displayed in a browser

By using libraries already available in python, by using just a few lines of code, you can read back
information about the system.

When run, this produces the following information.
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3.3

NALLATECH BOARD MONITORING INFORMATION

The Nallatech entry will appear under the /redfish/v1/Chassis/1/NallatechCard entry in Redfish. The
information that will be captured for the SoC Accelerator for measuring the power consumption will
be...

•
•
•
•
•
•

Card type
FPGA type
Serial number
Card revision
QSFP MAC Addresses
Voltages
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

•

VCC_12v
VCC_0v95
VCC_1v0
Mem_1v2
VCCR_1v0
VCC_2v5
VCC_1v8
VCC_5v0
12V Current

Temperature
◦
◦

FPGA Temperature
Board temperature

There are also registers for other features, such QSFP status, which could also be captured. For the
Opera project we are only focusing on data directly required for measuring power draw.
The voltages, current draw and temperatures will get updated roughly once a second. By combining the
voltage and current draw the power can be simple measured.

Equation 1 : 12V Power Draw

Equation 2 : Total Power Use

The total power use will be determined by multiplying the power draw by time
measurements.
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3.4

NEXT STEPS

Integration of the SOC Accelerator within Redfish will use the HPE external provider interface. As part of
this interface, the Nallatech entry will appear as a child under /redfish/v1/Chassis/1/. As part of this
integration, Nallatech will work with HPE on implementing this. The steps that have to be taken are:
•
•
•

Define and validate the schema (NALL & HPE)
Populate the schema through the iLO (NALL & HPE)
Consuming the schema from the out of band RedFish interface (OPERA & ALL).
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4 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING IN THE MICMAC APPLICATION
4.1

OVERVIEW

For more detail on the MICMAC software please refer to D6.1.
At the time of writing this deliverable the MICMAC port is in its infancy and has not yet been ported to
the FPGA accelerator, nor is the software monitoring in place to measure power. Therefore, this section
describes the intensions of the consortium regarding the power measurement and algorithm
optimisation that will be studied. Results of this study will be reported as part of work package
deliverable D4.3.
4.2

TARGETED ACCELERATION

One key goal of the MICMAC port is to target the appropriate technology for the different functions.
There are three main processing functions required by CSI for the MICMAC processing inference. These
all have their own unique processing requirement and therefore will most likely require a different mix
of technology. The Redfish work will allow the consortium to accurately identify which technology
combinations best fit the different functions.
The main goal of the MICMAC processing is to create an orthoimage. An orthoimage is an aerial
photograph created by geometrically correcting two or more aerial photos to produce a single image of
uniform scale, compensating for the distortions introduced by the camera tilt, optics and position.

Function

Description

Tie Points

Stage 1 of the MICMAC processing is to create
the tie points. These are areas that match
between two or more input images.

Lens
Correction

The lens correction function corrects for camera
orientation and distortion.
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Dense
matching

Dense matching is the most compute intensive
component of the MICMAC software. It takes
the tie points and the lens corrected imagery to
create an image that has empty pixels populated
with pixel data from one or more of the input
images.

Table 2 : Key MICMAC compute components

The objective will be to characterise the combination of technologies that best fit the 3 main processing
components of the MICMAC code. Each function will be characterised by power consumption and
processing time.

Figure 5 : Distribution of power versus performance

Figure 5 represents an approximation of where the performance and power consumption of the Opera
heterogeneous architecture lies. The Cortex A9 processor of the embedded ARM processor consumes
less than a Watt of energy, however the performance is quite low. It is expected that this device will be
useful for sections of code that require low latency interaction with the FPGA fabric and cannot easily be
parallelised. The FPGA has the best performance to power ratio if code can be pipelined or executed in
parallel. The x86 host CPU has less compute capacity versus the FPGA, but has a much higher clock
frequency (2-3GHz versus 200-300MHz) and is the device of choice for legacy and non parallel code.
Measurement of the power contribution of each technology is not directly possible for the FPGA and its
embedded ARM. In this case the relative change in total power of the SOC accelerator will be used to
obtain the individual power consumption.
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5 SUMMARY
5.1

SUMMARY

Integrating the FPGA SOC accelerator into the RedFish API will allow the consortium to develop
heterogeneous power optimised accelerated code. This will be achieved by creating a full system power
profile, providing power use at a high enough fidelity to expose compute hot spots.
The hopeful outcome of this research is an understanding of how to best balance compute in
heterogeneous systems containing FPGAs. To highlight which factors are important, e.g. latency, and
which technology combination provides the optimal performance/power ratio.
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